
Algorithms for AI and NLP (Fall 2011, Assignment 1a)

Goals

1. Become familiar with emacs and the Common Lisp interpreter;

2. practice basic list manipulation: selection, construction, predicates;

3. write a series of simple (recursive) functions; compose multiple functions;

4. read and tokenize a sample corpus file, practice the mighty loop().

1 Bring up the Editor and the Allegro Common Lisp Environment

(a) For our practical exercises, we will be using Allegro Common Lisp (ACL), which is installed on all Linux
machines at IFI. Most of the IFI student laboratories are installed with Linux, where it is sufficient to
just log in and start with step (b) below.

When working from home or one of the IFI student laboratories with Windows installations, one needs
to connect to a Linux machine first—using the X Window System to allow remote applications to display
on the local screen. The standard IFI Windows image includes a link on the desktop (labeled ‘xterm’)
to launch an X server and connect to a Linux machine. When working from home, one can either use
Windows remote desktop to first connect to the IFI Windows universe or ssh(1) (the secure remote shell
protocol) with X forwarding.

For a remote desktop session, connect to ‘windows.ifi.uio.no’, log in, and follow the instructions for
Windows above; note that Windows remote desktop clients are available for Linux and MacOS too, and
the remote desktop protocol appears to make quite effective use of lower-bandwidth network connections.

To use ssh(1), connect to the Linux server ‘login.ifi.uio.no’ and make sure to request X forwarding;
this is achieved by virtue of the ‘-Y’ command line option to the ssh(1) client.

(b) To prepare your account for use in this class, you need to perform a one-time configuration step. At the
shell command prompt (on one of the IFI Linux machines), execute the following command:

∼oe/bin/inf4820

This command will add a few lines to your personal start-up file ‘.bashrc’. For these settings to take
effect, you need to log out one more time (from the Linux session at IFI only, not necessarily your Windows
or other session at home, if working remotely) and then back in. Once complete, you need not worry about
this step for future sessions; the additions to your configuration files are permanent (until you revert them
one day, maybe towards the end of the semester).

(c) Start the integrated Lisp development environment that we will use throughout the semester, by typing
(at the shell prompt):

acl &

This will lauch emacs, our editor of choice, with Allegro Common Lisp running as sub-processes to the
editor. The benefits of this set-up will become apparent sooner or later. In emacs, find the buffer
named ‘*common-lisp*’. Here you can interact with the Lisp interpreter, i.e. type in s-expressions at the
prompt, have them evaluated, and the result returned to you. Our default setup makes use of the Allegro
CL emacs – Lisp interface (eli), which is similar in spirit to the open-source slime (as assumed by Seibel,
2005). Note that, unfortunately, eli and slime differ in how they bind commands to keys in emacs; to
get started, we will assume eli as our primary development environment. Once we look closer on the
functionality of our integrated Lisp development environment, we will have more to say on both eli (and
possibly slime).



For this session, we do not supply a starting package or skeleton software, but will mostly interact with
the Lisp interpreter directly, i.e. evaluate Lisp expressions through the ‘*common-lisp*’ buffer. To record
your results for later inspection, in emacs, consider constructing a file in which you save your results and
comments. For the final part of this assignment, however, it is advisable to compile your Lisp code before
running it, as some (recursive) functions will run many orders of magnitude faster when compiled Please
see the Emacs and Lisp Cheat Sheet available from the course page. If you are comfortable with emacs
already (or are feeling courageous), feel free to start using the more advance interface between emacs
and the LKB and Lisp system. For example, rather than typing directly into the Lisp prompt (through
the emacs ‘*common-lisp*’ buffer), you might put all your code into a file ‘assignment1a.lsp’ from the
beginning. You can then use emacs commands like ‘M-C-x’ (evaluates the top-level s-expression currently
containing the cursor) or ‘C-c C-b’ (evaluates the entire buffer) to interactively load your code into the
Lisp system; remember that, after each change you make in the file ‘assignment1a.lsp’, you need to
re-evaluate the code before your changes will take effect. For testing purposes, we still recommend you
use the ‘*common-lisp*’ Lisp prompt.

(d) If, while reading the instructions above, you had no idea what on earth ‘M-C-x’ should mean, consider
taking the Emacs Tutorial, which is accessible through the Help menu in emacs. (or the ‘C-h t’ keyboard
shortcut). Beyond any reasonable doubt, emacs is among the most versatile and flexible editors in the
universe. Many IFI courses recommend (or presume) the use of emacs, and quite generally, fluent emacs
users are better citizens; emacs can be a great tool for any editing task, not just programming. Many
people, for example, use emacs to read and write email or to compose and typeset term papers and love
letters (often using LATEX).

2 List Selection

From each of the following lists, select the element orange:

(a) (apple orange pear lemon)

(b) ((apple orange) (pear lemon))

(c) (apple (orange) ((pear (lemon))))

3 Variable Binding and Evaluation

What needs to be done so that each of the following expressions evaluate to 42?

(a) (first foo)

(b) (* (+ foo 1) 2)

(c) (position ’foo foo)

(d) (length (rest (first (first (reverse foo)))))

4 List Selection

Assume that the symbol *foo* is bound to a looong list of unknown length, e.g. (a b c ... x y z).

(a) Find a way of selecting the next-to-last element of *foo*.

(b) Are there other expressions that achieve the same effect and use a method of selection that is different
from your solution to exercise (a) in an interesting way?

5 Interpreting Common Lisp

What is the purpose of the following function; how does it achieve that goal? Explain the effect of the
function using (at least) one example.



(a) (defun ? (?)

(if (consp ?)

(cons (? (first ?)) (? (rest ?)))

?))

Note: Please comment specifically on the various usages of the symbol ‘?’ in the function definition.

6 A Predicate

Write a unary predicate palindromep() that tests its argument as to whether it is a list that reads the
same both forwards and backwards, e.g.

? (palindromep ’(A b l e w a s I e r e I s a w E l b a))

→ t

7 Recursive List Manipulation

(a) Write a two-place function where() that takes an atom as its first and a list as its second argument;
where() determines the position (from the left) of the first occurrence of the atom in the list, e.g.

? (where ’c ’(a b c d e c))

→ 2

Note: Like all Common Lisp functions using numerical indices into a sequence, where() counts positions
starting from 0, such that the third element is at position 2.

(b) Given our (textual, i.e. informal) specification for the function where() above, what do you think should
be the result for the following call:

? (where ’c ’((a b) (c d) (e c)))

Is there room for ambiguity in this example? Explain your position in a couple of sentences.

8 More Recursion

(a) Write a two-place function set-union(), that takes as its arguments two sets (represented as lists in which
no element occurs more than once and the order of elements is irrelevant); not so surprisingly, set-union()
returns the union of the two input sets. Analogously, write two-place functions set-intersection() und
set-subtraction(), which compute the intersection and set difference, respectively; e.g.

? (set-union ’(a b c) ’(d e a))

→ (C B D E A)

? (set-intersection ’(a b c) ’(d e a))

→ (A)

? (set-subtraction ’(a b c) ’(d e a))

→ (B C)

Note: All three functions can assume that their input arguments are proper sets. Consider using function-
ality implemented earlier during this assignment for re-use in (at least) the definition of set-subtraction().

9 Reading a Corpus File; Basic Counts

Our course setup should have magically copied a new file ‘brown.txt’ into your home directory; open
the file in emacs to take a peak at its contents. This is the first 1000 sentences from the historic Brown
Corpus, one of the earlier electronic corpora for English. Should you be unable to locate the file, please
ask for assistance.



To break up each line of text from the corpus file into a list of tokens (word-like units), we suggest the
following function. Make sure to understand the various ‘loop()’ constructs used here, and also look up
the descriptions of ‘position()’ and ‘subseq()’, to work out how this function works.

(defun tokenize (string)

(loop

for start = 0 then (unless (null end) (+ end 1))

for end = (unless (null start) (position #\space string :start start))

while start collect (subseq string start end)))

(a) For reading the contents of the corpus file, remember that it is easy to connect an input stream to a file
and invoke one of the reader functions, for example:

(with-open-file (stream "brown.txt" :direction :input)

(loop

for line = (read-line stream nil)

while line

append (tokenize line)))

Make sure you understand all components of this command; when in doubt, talk to your neighbor or one
of the instructors. What is the return value of the above command?

(b) Bind the result of the whole with-open-file() expression to a global variable *corpus*. What exactly
is our current strategy for tokenization, i.e. the breaking up of lines of text into word-like units? How
many tokens are there in our corpus?

(c) Write an s-expression that iterates through all tokens in *corpus* and returns a list of what is called
unique word types, i.e. a list in which each distinct word from the corpus occurs exactly once (much like a
set). Consider wrapping the loop() into a let() form, so as to provide a local variable result in which
the loop() can collect unique types, e.g. something abstractly like the following:

(let ((result nil))

(loop

for token in ...

when ...

do ...)

result)

To test whether a token is already contained in result, consider writing a recursive function elementp(),
which takes an atom and a list as its arguments and returns true if atom is an element of list. Consider
re-using or adapting one of the functions you wrote earlier. Also, recall that compiled code tends to run
faster than interpreted code.

(d) Use a hash table to obtain word counts, i.e. the number of occurences for each unique word type.

10 Submitting Your Results

Please submit your results in email to Johan (‘johanbev@ifi.uio.no’), Jonathon (‘jread@ifi.uio.no’),
and Stephan (‘oe@ifi.uio.no’) before the end of the day on Monday, September 12. Note that we will
release the next problem set (i.e. assignment (1b)) already before that date, because we believe it should
be possible to work through this first warm-up assignment in about one week. Ideally, please provide one
file, including your code and answers (in the form of Lisp comments) to the questions above. Note that it
is good practice to generously document your code with comments (using the ‘;’ character, which makes
the Lisp system ignore everything that follows the semicolon).


